The power
of many
How companies use teams to drive
superior corporate performance

About this report
This report draws on a survey of 821
business executives conducted for EY
by Longitude Research in April and
May 2013. Respondents represented
14 countries around the world across
9kaY%HY[aÕ[$=mjgh]Yf\l`]9e]ja[Yk&
Approximately 50% of the respondents
o]j]ZgYj\%d]n]dgj;%d]n]d]p][mlan]k$
and just under 50% represent the human
resources function. Companies surveyed
nYja]\afkar]$oal`+(]Yjfaf_af]p[]kk
of US$5b in revenues each year and the
remaining 70% earning between US$250m
and US$5b.
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Executive summary

The composition of teams is changing.
Almost 9 out of 10 companies surveyed for this report agree that the problems
confronting them are now so complex that teams are essential to provide effective
solutions. To achieve superior performance, companies need to tap into the full range of
skills and expertise at their disposal. More than 6 out of 10 respondents say that their
companies’ teams have become more diverse in the past three years and 55% say that
their teams are more geographically distributed. Respondents from China and India are
particularly likely to report an increase in geographical distribution.

There is a correlation between diversity and
corporate performance.
Gmjkmjn]qÕf\kl`Yl[gehYfa]kl`YlkYql`]qYj]_gg\Yl]fkmjaf_l`Yll]YekYj]
composed of individuals from diverse backgrounds and experiences tend to have
`a_`]j=:AL<9_jgol`jYl]k&O]Õf\YkaeadYjYkkg[aYlagfZ]lo]]f[gehYfa]kl`Yl
have increased the geographical distribution of teams in recent years and high growth
rates. Although this is only a correlation, and does not imply causation, it does suggest
that an emphasis on diversity can, if managed effectively, lead to superior corporate
performance.

;mdlmj]afÕm]f[]k`goem[`lae]]p][mlan]k
allocate to team activities.
Although most respondents in our survey spend more than half their time on teamrelated activities, there are differences depending on culture. Respondents from
China spend the most time on team activities, at 65%, while those from South Africa
spend the least, at 47%. Other BRIC countries also score highly in terms of the amount
of time they spend on team activities, whereas Anglophone countries, including the US
and Canada, tend to be more individualistic in how they allocate their time.

;mdlmj]afÕm]f[]kl`]oYqafo`a[`l]Yek
collaborate and structure themselves.
Across cultures, workers differ in their preparedness to collaborate and voice opinions,
and in their comfort with ambiguity. For example, Anglophone countries, such as the
United States, the United Kingdom and Australia, are least likely to see clarity of roles
and responsibilities as an important feature of a high-performance team. This suggests
that these countries are more willing to be spontaneous in their team-related activities
than those countries where a more rigid structure is preferred.
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Section 1:
Teams and performance
Not every business issue or challenge requires a team-based
approach. There are many activities where individuals can
complete work more effectively and where teams could slow
down progress or lead to suboptimal decisions. But certain
problems, and particularly more challenging ones, demand
a team-based approach. And increasingly, a company’s
ability to form, lead and nurture high-performance teams
will be critical to its long-term success.

Among the 821 senior executives surveyed for this report,
an overwhelming majority think that their organization’s
ability to develop and manage teams will be essential for
their future competitiveness. They also agree that teams
are the best way to address increasingly complex problems
(see chart 1).

Chart 1: Please indicate whether you agree with the following statements.
2.1% 0.9%

Teams are the best way
to address increasingly
complex business problems

40.3%

48.2%

8.3%

3.8% 0.7%
Improving our
organization’s ability to
develop and manage teams
will be essential for our
future competitiveness

47.6%

Agree strongly

36.2%

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree slightly

Disagree slightly

11.6%

Disagree strongly

Characteristics of high-performance teams

Shared vision

In their seminal book, The Wisdom of Teams, Jon
CYlr]fZY[`Yf\<gm_dYkKeal`\]Õf]Yl]YeYkÉYkeYdd
number of people with complementary skills who are
committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and
approach for which they are mutually accountable.” Highh]j^gjeYf[]l]Yek$l`]q[gflafm]$Élqha[Yddqj]Ö][lkljgf_
extensions of the basic characteristics.”1 Our research
supports their thesis, showing that teams that possess three
broad characteristics are more likely to achieve the high
performance for which companies are striving:

Asked about the attributes that they think are most
important to a high-performance team, respondents point
to clear achievable goals as the number one factor (see
chart 2). With a clear goal in mind for the team as a whole,
individual members are able to establish a clear line of sight
Z]lo]]fl`]ajkh][aÕ[\Yq%lg%\Yqj]khgfkaZadala]kYf\l`]
broader, long-term objectives of the business.





A shared vision
The right mix
Commitment to quality and results

BgfJ&CYlr]fZY[`Yf\<gm_dYkC&Keal`$

1

The Wisdom of Teams ;gddafk:mkaf]kk=kk]flaYdk$)11+!&
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Chart 2: Which of the following do you consider to be the key attributes of a high-performance team?
Clear, achievable goals

44.0%

A shared commitment

40.9%

Clarity of roles and responsibilities

39.1%

A sense of purpose

33.0%

Clear processes and procedures

27.2%

25.7%

Joint accountability

Focus on delivering results

Respondents also point to the need for a shared
commitment among the team. Karl-Heinz Oehler, Senior
Vice-President of Global Talent Management at The Hertz
Corporation, believes that the tight-knit cohesion of the
best teams overrides any personal differences that may
Yjak]&ÉL]Yeogjcfglgfdqe]Yfk\]egfkljYlaf_YmfaÕ]\
commitment around an elevated goal, but also building
and sustaining a genuine desire by all team members to
collectively achieve that goal,” he says.
This is particularly important in teams that are
geographically distributed or that span functional
Zgmf\Yja]k&ÉAlÌkn]jqaehgjlYflafY\akh]jk]\l]Yelg`Yn]
a common view of what the task is and what the problem
is to solve,” says Ola Rantatalo, who managed a large
cross-border team at TeliaSonera, the Nordic and Baltic
l]d][geemfa[Ylagfk[gehYfq&ÉQgmf]]\lg]klYZdak`l`Yl
in an early stage so that everybody can run in the same
direction without having to check constantly what needs
to be done.”

18.4%

L`]ja_`leap
Dealing with today’s complex business problems requires
companies to think more broadly about team composition.
Today, technology and globalization have encouraged
[gehYfa]klgdggc^mjl`]jYÕ]d\Zqj][jmalaf_e]eZ]jk
from different organizational functions and geographical
regions of the world.
Among our respondents, 61% say that teams have become
more cross-disciplinary in focus over the past three years,
and 55% say that they have become more geographically
distributed. Respondents from China and India are
particularly likely to report an increase in geographical
distribution. A further 62% globally say that they have
become more diverse in composition — where diversity
refers to diversity of background and experience, as well
as culture and gender (see chart 3).
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Chart 3: Over the past three years, how have the characteristics of teams in your organization changed?
0.6%

Geographical distribution

21.1%

33.7%

39.0%

5.6%

1.5%

Cross-disciplinary focus

20.7%

40.3%

31.1%

6.5%

0.6%

Diversity

26.1%

)Èka_faÕ[Yflaf[j]Yk]

9dl`gm_`eYfq[gehYfa]k[d]Yjdqj][g_far]l`]Z]f]Õlk
of diversity, experts interviewed for this report argue that
al[YfZ]\a^Õ[mdl^gj[gehYfa]klgj]Ydar]l`]k]_Yafk&
ÉJ]k]Yj[`l]ddkmkl`Ylegj]\an]jk]l]YekY[lmYddq\g
worse on average than less diverse teams because they
Yj]em[`egj]dac]dqlg\]_]f]jYl]l`jgm_`[gfÖa[l$ÊkYqk
Henrik Bresman, Associate Professor of Organizational
:]`YnagjYlAFK=9<&ÉGfl`]gl`]j`Yf\$l`]n]jqZ]kl%
performing teams tend to be the more diverse teams.
If you do manage to harness the promise of diversity,
qgm[YfZ]f]ÕlY_j]Yl\]Yd^jgeegj]af^gjeYlagf
and a wider range of views.”
In addition, says David Thomas, Professor of International
Business in the School of Management at the Australian
School of Business at the University of New South Wales,
individuals in cross-border teams tend to be more sensitive
to the way colleagues are thinking and feeling, once a basic
[mdlmjYdYoYj]f]kk`YkZ]]fY[`a]n]\&ÉO]Yj]mkmYddqaf
semiautomatic mode, not thinking how we interact with
gl`]jk$Ê`]kYqk&É:mla^AYeafYl]Yeoal`YKjaDYfcYf
and a Bolivian, I am more likely to think of the process of
interaction, and I want to make sure that everyone gets
a chance to express their views.”
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35.9%

2

29.1%

3

4

8.3%

-Èka_faÕ[Yfl\][j]Yk]

L`]Ögmjak`af_g^[mdlmjYd\an]jkalqoal`afZmkaf]kkl]Yek
has prompted an equivalent diversity of opinion about
how to manage these teams. Franco Ongaro, Director of
Technical and Quality Management at the European Space
Agency, thinks that ignoring differences, and pretending
]n]jqgf]akl`]kYe]Ykqgm$akYj][ah]^gjljgmZd]&ÉH]ghd]
from some cultures are very open and direct; others can
say yes when they don’t mean it; still others like to build a
[gfk]fkmkZ]^gj]hjg[]]\af_$Ê`]kYqk&ÉQgmf]]\lglYc]
those differences into account and you cannot simply
ignore them.”

Cultural differences
On average, respondents globally say that
they spend more than 50% of their time on
team-related activities. But the proportion
of time spent on teams varies from country
to country. It is highest in China where, on
average, respondents spend 65% of their
time in teams. The other BRIC economies all
appear in the top 6 out of the 15 countries
studied. Anglophone countries, including the
US, Canada and South Africa, spend the least
time on team activities (see chart 4).
Several management theorists have sought
to develop frameworks that can explain the
main differences between cultures, thus
helping managers to anticipate and solve any
problems that might arise. Geert Hofstede, a
Dutch academic, composed the most widely
known of these frameworks, based on his
study of IBM employees in more than 70
countries.
One of the dimensions he uses measures
individualism versus collectivism, or the
extent to which a society values individual
achievement against long-term adherence to a
[gdd][lan]_jgmh&L`]Õf\af_k^jgegmjkmjn]q
correspond fairly closely to Hofstede’s work.
China, the country where team-based work
is most prevalent, according to our survey,
is a very collectivist nation in character. At
the other end of the spectrum, the US and
Canada tend to be much more individualistic,
and so spend less time in teams.
Another dimension, called power distance, is
\]Õf]\Zq@g^kl]\]YkÉl`]]pl]fllgo`a[`
the less powerful members of institutions and
organizations within a country expect and
accept that power is distributed unequally.”
In low power-distance countries, subordinates
expect to be consulted by those above them
in the hierarchy. In high power-distance
countries, the less powerful defer to those
in authority.
Our survey bears out the distinction. Almost
half of our respondents from Indonesia and
China, two countries that score highly on
Hofstede’s power-distance index, believe
that leaders need to go out of their way to

encourage team members to voice their views. Without this managerial
coaxing, much useful insight would remain unspoken for fear of causing
offence to superiors. By contrast, only around a quarter in the UK or
Australia, countries which score low on this index, agree that encouraging
people to share ideas is an important leadership skill.
Another of Hofstede’s categories, uncertainty avoidance, analyzes
how much a given society tolerates uncertainty and ambiguity. In low
uncertainty-avoidance cultures, people are more likely to accept change
and take risks. A high uncertainty-avoidance culture often produces a
rule-oriented society that tends to prefer clear boundaries to be set by
laws and regulations. Again, our survey appears to correlate with some
g^@g^kl]\]ÌkÕf\af_k&>gj]pYehd]$=f_dak`%kh]Ycaf_[gmflja]k$km[`Yk
the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia, which feature low
on the uncertainty-avoidance index, are least likely to see clarity of roles
and responsibilities as a key attribute of a high-performance team, with
YeZa_malqYf\Yegj]j]Y[lan]Ö]paZadalql`]j]^gj]egj]j]Y\adqY[[]hl]\&
Chart 4: In general, how much time do you spend on
team activities and individual activities?
64.8

China

35.2
59

India

41
58.7

Germany

41.3
58.6

Russia
41.4

56.9

France

43.1
55.8

Brazil

44.2
54.5

Argentina

45.5

UK

52.8
47.2
52.8

Italy

47.2
52.6

Australia

47.4

Indonesia

51.8
48.2

US

51.4
48.6
48.3

Japan

51.7

Canada

47.5

South Africa

47

52.5

53

Team

Individual
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Commitment to quality and results

ÉIt’s important for companies
lg\]Õf]o`Yll`]qe]YfZq
high-performance teams and
then to embed that in a more
consistent way, transferring
best practice from one team
to another so that it evolves
into a high-performance
culture”
Mike Cullen
Global Talent Leader at EY

High-performance teams have a shared commitment to
quality and results. They focus on achieving the highest
standards and the best outcome and are aligned behind
achieving this goal.
Mike Cullen, Global Talent Leader at EY, highlights that, in
companies where there are many different teams operating
simultaneously, it is important to determine what best
practice looks like and be able to transfer it from one team
lgYfgl`]j&ÉAlÌkaehgjlYfl^gj[gehYfa]klg\]Õf]o`Yl
they mean by high-performance teams and then to embed
that in a more consistent way, transferring best practice
from one team to another so that it evolves into a highh]j^gjeYf[][mdlmj]$Ê`]]phdYafk&É:qk]llaf_Yeafaeme
baseline and then a set of aspirational goals for teams
Yjgmf\l`]ogjd\lgj]Y[`$qgm[Yf\]Õf]o`YlËZ]klaf
class’ looks like and move toward that globally.”
Companies also need to determine how best to incentivize
l]Yeh]j^gjeYf[]&ÉAlÌkn]jq]Ykqlg_]lalojgf_Yf\
design a set of incentives that pit people against each other
rather than getting them to work together,” says Professor
:j]keYf&ÉA^l`]af[]flan]kYj]lggZa_$l`]q\aklgjl$Yf\a^
they’re too small, they’re unimportant and you’re better off
using other forms of recognition.”
Too much focus on rewarding individual performance can
discourage members from participating in team activities,
whereas too much focus on team activities can encourage
kge]e]eZ]jklgj]dqgfl`]]^^gjlkg^gl`]jk&ÉJ]k]Yj[`
tells us that it’s often disastrous to have individually based
af[]flan]k^gj_jgmhogjc$ÊkYqkHjg^]kkgj:j]keYf&ÉQ]l
some companies continue to grade team members on a
curve, and the top 20% get massive payouts. No wonder
they don’t get along — they’re in massive competition
with each other. Particularly with interdependent work,
incentives should be more group-based.”
Mr. Cullen stresses the importance of looking at recognition
and reward in a broader context, encompassing recognition
Yf\[Yj]]jhjg_j]kkagf$afY\\alagflgÕfYf[aYdj]oYj\k&
É;gehYfa]k[Yf\]n]dghh]ghd]l`jgm_`l`]aj_jY\af_k$
promotions, careers and the experiences that they’re given.
If you’re seen as a great team leader, you might be rewarded
with promotion or the opportunity to lead another team that
will be good for your long-term career development.”
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between companies with teams that have become more
geographically dispersed over the past three years and
EBITDA growth levels (see chart 6).

Diversity and growth
Gmjkmjn]qÕf\k]na\]f[]l`YlY_j]Yl]jj]daYf[]gf
diverse, cross-border teams is associated with stronger
corporate performance (although it is important to note
that this association does not necessarily imply causation).
Respondents who rate their companies as excellent at
building diverse teams are much more likely than those
oal`d]kk[gfÕ\]f[]afl`]ajl]Ye%Zmad\af_[YhYZadala]klg
have achieved EBITDA growth of greater than 10% over
l`]hYklq]Yj k]][`Yjl-!&O]Õf\YkaeadYjYkkg[aYlagf

There is also an association between performance
measurement and growth. Companies with the highest
EBITDA growth are more likely than those that are growing
more slowly to rate themselves highly at measuring team
performance, and also more likely to apply a combination
of different metrics, spanning the quality of leadership
and business outcomes.

Chart 5: How would you rate your organization’s ability to manage the following aspects of building and managing
teams? (Chart shows different ability levels for “Ensuring that teams comprise members from diverse backgrounds
and experiences” for three EBITDA growth bands)
1.9%

EBITDA 10%+

39.1%

4.2%

21.4%

33.5%

1.2%

0%-10% increase

The rest

26.5%

18.4%

43.4%

10.8%

38.1%

Good

Excellent

33.0%

12.9% 5.2%

Quite poor

Average

10.4%

Very poor

Chart 6: Over the past three years, how have the characteristics of teams in your organization changed?
(Chart shows changes to geographical distribution for three EBITDA growth bands)
1.4%

EBITDA 10%+

32.6%

34.9%

27.0%

4.2%

0.5%

0%-10% increase

The rest

19.7%

11.3%

Ka_faÕ[Yflaf[j]Yk]

37.9%

35.7%

23.7%

59.3%

Slight increase

No change

6.3%

5.7%

Slight decrease

Ka_faÕ[Yfl\][j]Yk]
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Section 2:
Teaming and leadership
Strong leadership is a prerequisite for any high-performance
team and is particularly important in dynamic situations,
when the roles and responsibilities of the team may be
shifting and there may be a need to adapt the organization’s
responses accordingly. Finding people who possess the
various ideal characteristics of modern-day team leadership
is far from easy, however. Almost half agree that their
company does not have the right leaders to manage and
motivate teams, and a higher percentage strongly agrees
with this assertion than strongly disagree (see chart 7).
Our research has shown that effective team leaders display
the following key actions:


Provide clear direction and leadership



Create an open and inclusive team culture



Empower



Develop and coach

Provide clear direction and leadership
First and foremost, effective leaders provide clear direction
for the team. This requires constant dialogue, particularly
if they are distributed across geographies and functions.
With teams now spread far and wide, regular contact has
ceased to be a natural consequence of location and must
now be actively planned and prioritized. But while structure
is important, companies also need to ensure that processes
Yj]fgllggja_a\&ÉQgm\gfÌloYflkm[`Ykljm[lmj]\hjg[]kk

that nobody feels comfortable in throwing out new ideas,”
says David C. Thomas, at the Australian School of Business.
ÉAkm__]klklYjlaf_oal`Y^Yajdqla_`lkljm[lmj]$Yf\l`]f
slowly dismantle it over time.”
Create an open and inclusive team culture
Effective leaders of high-performance teams encourage
members to voice views and ideas. Leadership in a team
setting is much less about command and control, and more
about getting the most out of a diverse and experienced
group of individuals. Among our respondents, 85% agree
that inclusive leadership, which attracts and encourages
diverse perspectives and dissent, is an effective means
of improving team performance.
In an open and inclusive culture, team members feel
comfortable speaking out and challenging the status quo.
James Watts, Vice President of Human Resources for
Yum! Brands’ KFC UK and Ireland Business Unit, describes
the need for a culture of constructive tension, in which
[`Ydd]f_]Yf\\a^^]j]flna]ohgaflkYj]o]d[ge]\&ÉH]ghd]
need to be able to feel comfortable to have different
opinions and then to voice those different opinions and
lg[`Ydd]f_]]Y[`gl`]jgfl`]e$Ê`]kYqk&ÉAlf]]\klg
be done in a way where everybody feels like their opinions
are respected and it doesn’t create divisiveness within the
team. Being able to strike that balance is a sign of a really
great leader.”

Chart 7: Do you agree that your organization does not have the right leaders to manage and motivate teams?

17.2%

Agree strongly
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31.1%

Agree slightly

22.5%

Neither agree
nor disagree

17.2%

Disagree slightly

11.3%

Disagree strongly

Empower
Old-style command-and-control leadership models are
fglÕl^gjhmjhgk]afY`a_`%h]j^gjeYf[]l]Yek]llaf_&
Although they lay the groundwork for team activities,
effective leaders also know when to get out of the way
and empower team members to be autonomous and make
l`]ajgof\Yq%lg%\Yq\][akagfk&ÉL`]d]Y\]joadd`Yn]lg
create an environment of trust where the team feel they
can get on with their job without feeling scrutinized,” says
Ej&OYllk&É=n]jqgf]k`gmd\^]]ddac]l`]qYj]j]khgfkaZd]
for contributing to the success of the team. If it’s down
to the leader of that team, then it just won’t work.”
Equally, however, teams need clear direction and
Y[[gmflYZadalqZ][Ymk]$oal`gmll`ak$l`]qoaddÖgmf\]j&

ÉYou have to know when to
make a decision, and that takes
leadership,” says Dina Pyron,
Global Director of Human Capital
Yl=Q&É9[gddYZgjYlan]YhhjgY[`
enables you to know directionally
where you need to go, but
someone has to take the decision,
and that requires leadership. You
also need accountability to ensure
that everyone understands their
role and responsibility.”

If one member is consistently dominant and the other
team members feel subordinate to him or her, the team
is unable to make use of the diverse skills and experience
l`Ylalhgkk]kk]k&ÉL`af_k[YfZ][ge]gn]jdqZmj]Ym[jYla[
and slow in a virtual team if team members are constantly
deferring to the manager, as they usually can’t speak to him
kljYa_`lYoYq$ÊkYqkEj&JYflYlYdg&ÉL`af_k_gem[`egj]
smoothly if team members feel safe in making decisions
themselves, while knowing the manager is there if they
need him or her.”
Indeed, in a high-performance team, it may not be obvious
o`gl`]d]Y\]jakYlYdd&ÉA^qgmklm\qljm]`a_`%h]j^gjeYf[]
l]Yek$qgmoaddg^l]fÕf\al\a^Õ[mdllga\]fla^ql`]d]Y\]j$
and that is because the leadership role shifts among the
members,” says Jon Katzenbach, a senior partner at the
eYfY_]e]fl[gfkmdlaf_Õje:ggr;gehYfqYf\Yf
Yml`gjg^k]n]jYd`a_`%hjgÕd]Zggckgfl]Yek&É=Y[`c]q
member brings diverse skills, experience and approaches
that you take advantage of by getting each of those
uniquely diverse perspectives to lead when the situation
that they are working on calls for that leadership.”
Develop and coach
Professor Bresman says that one of the most important
lessons business managers can learn from great sports
coaches is their ability to understand the very different
personalities in their team, and respond accordingly with
different motivation techniques to improve individual
performance. This may partly explain why regular
communication with team members is considered to
be such an important aspect of a manager’s armory.
Certainly, workplace surveys consistently demonstrate the
potential impact of the manager on an employee’s attitude
toward his or her work. In an Economist Intelligence Unit
survey in 2010, those outside the C-suite selected the
ÉeglanYlagfYdYZadalqg^gf]Ìkaee]\aYl]daf]eYfY_]jÊYk
the most important factor in determining engagement. 2
Without the leader’s constant encouragement,
individual demoralization can quickly infect the team.
A comprehensive 2013 Gallup survey in the United States
^gmf\l`Yl*(g^l`]ogjc^gj[]akÉY[lan]dq\ak]f_Y_]\Ê
from their jobs. According to Gallup, these disenchanted
]ehdgq]]kÉjgYel`]`Yddkkhj]Y\af_\ak[gfl]fl&Ê3

2

ÉJ]%]f_Y_af_oal`]f_Y_]e]fl$Ê=[gfgeaklAfl]dda_]f[]Mfal$*()(&

3

ÉKlYl]g^l`]9e]ja[YfogjchdY[]$Ê?Yddmh$*()+&
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Section 3:
Teams and technology
Technology has played a very positive role in enabling
high-performance teams. By eroding geographical
boundaries, it has allowed companies to form teams based
ÕjklYf\^gj]egklgfl`]kcaddkYf\]ph]ja]f[]g^l`]
members, rather than the convenience of their physical
proximity. Among our respondents, 65% say that the extent
to which teams are facilitated by technology rather than
face-to-face interaction has increased over the past
three years.
=e]j_af_l][`fgdg_a]k[YfYdkg`]dh[gehYfa]klgÕf\
where that talent lies. The rise of HR analytics gives
companies a much better opportunity to map their talent
assets globally and understand where pools of expertise lie
Y[jgkkl`]Zmkaf]kk&ÉG^l]f$dYj_][gehYfa]k\gfÌlcfgo
o`]j]l`]ajlYd]flak$ÊkYqkEk&Hqjgf&É9ddl`]]paklaf_
knowledge about the whereabouts of expertise in the
organization is currently just conveyed by word of mouth.
Using tools such as workforce analytics, we are getting
better at formalizing and professionalizing that process
through cataloguing this knowledge more rigorously.”

Yet boundary-less teams are not without their challenges.
Technology can only go so far in building rapport between
dispersed team members. It is striking that, when
respondents were asked about methods of communication
l`]qÕf\egklnYdmYZd]$^Y[]%lg%^Y[]akl`][d]Yjd]Y\]j
(see chart 8).
The importance of face-to-face meetings, particularly in
diverse teams, highlights the danger of an over-reliance
on technology. As teams become more geographically
distributed, and as communications tools become more
widespread, there is a risk that a gap starts to open up
between a need for more direct communication and the
extent to which these tools can offer teams the level of
personal interaction they need. A challenging economic
environment compounds this problem because many
companies have cut back on business travel and may
see tools, like telepresence, as an equivalent replacement.

Chart 8: Which of the following are seen as the most valuable ways in which teams in your organization
interact with each other?

Regular face-to-face meetings

72.1%

Group emails/email discussion groups

45.7%

Conference calls

35.6%

Internal social media tools

Videoconferencing

External social media tools
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34.0%

20.3%

15.0%

Mr. Watts of Yum! Brands stresses the importance of ringfencing a sizable budget for face-to-face meetings.
ÉO]afn]klYdglg^egf]qaf_dgZYde]]laf_kYf\_]llaf_
people together regularly to have that face-to-face time,”
`]kYqk&É?]llaf_lgcfgo]Y[`gl`]j$mf\]jklYf\af_`go
others work and working out how to make the team a
km[[]kkYj]]n]jqZalYkaehgjlYflYkl`]kh][aÕ[l][`fa[Yd
content of the meeting. We place a great emphasis on
social relationships within the company, on developing a
friendly and informal atmosphere. Retaining that culture
costs money.”
Other aspects of technology can also be an enabler —
or barrier — of team performance. A company that has a
fragmented IT infrastructure, and different applications
and datasets for different functions or business units, will
Õf\alegj]\a^Õ[mdllg^gje]^^][lan][jgkk%^mf[lagfYdYf\
_]g_jYh`a[Yddq\akljaZml]\l]Yek&ÉQgmf]]\kqkl]ekl`Yl
provide visibility and transparency over what people do and
how they do it in a consistent way,” says Dawid Louw, HR
Director for Europe, Middle East and Africa at AstraZeneca.
ÉL][`fgdg_qakfglbmklYZgmleYcaf_kmj]l`Yl]n]jqZg\q
is informed about what’s happening in the company. It’s
also about maintaining performance standards and making
sure that you deliver against pre-agreed targets in a
consistent way.”

a more rapid pace of change and increased specialization
afZmkaf]kkY[lanala]k&ÉHmddÊ^Y[lgjkaf[dm\]]fYZd]jk$km[`
Ykl][`fgdg_q$l`Yl[Yf^Y[adalYl]Zgl`l`]a\]flaÕ[Ylagfg^
talent assets across the business and the communication
between them.
Companies that can harness the power of these crossfunctional, diverse and multinational teams can expect
to outperform their competitors. Yet the success of these
teams is far from assured. Geographical dispersion and
increased diversity pose management and leadership
contradictions for which many traditional executives
are unprepared.
Successful leaders of high-performance teams know how
to resolve these contradictions. With the vast majority of
companies acknowledging that teamwork is absolutely
crucial to their competitive performance, it has become
essential to get the chemistry right. And the organizations
that devote the closest attention to capturing and then
codifying the essence of successful teams and leaders will
be best positioned for long-term, sustainable success.

Conclusion
Companies are increasingly recognizing that traditional
teams — constrained by geography, and with little coordination across functional boundaries — are no longer
km^Õ[a]fllg]fkmj]kmh]jagjh]j^gjeYf[]&Afkl]Y\$l`]q
need to develop and nurture cross-disciplinary, multinational
and diverse teams that, by working together, can become
more than the sum of their parts.
L`]j]Yj]fme]jgmkÉhmk`Yf\hmddÊ^Y[lgjk\janaf_
companies to change the way in which they manage
l]Yek&ÉHmk`Ê^Y[lgjkaf[dm\]af[j]Ykaf_[gehd]palq$
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